
high desking



Into the future.
Places of inspiration instead of places just to 
work. With mastermind high desk and temptation 
high desk, Sedus is offering two separate ranges 
that combine all the advantages of modern high-
desk concepts. Whether for temporary working, 
as a place for communication or as somewhere to 
meet during coffee breaks, they promote cooper-

ation and efficiency. The reason is that meetings 
in a standing position are livelier, usually take 
less time and are mostly more productive. At the 
same time, working at a high desk favours spon-
taneous changes of posture which have a positive 
effect on health.
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Apart from this, mastermind high desk and tempta-
tion high desk can not only use spaces more ef-
ficiently but can also help to organise spaces in 
line with modern-day needs and sensibilities. This 
is a not-to-be-underestimated advantage when it 
comes to attractiveness as an employer. mastermind high desk.

High desking in its most  

aesthetic form.

temptation high desk.

High desking with intelligent 

functionality.



Every team needs  
an identity:  
mastermind high desk.

mastermind high desk convinces at first glance 
thanks to a clear design that allows and encour-
ages functional versatility. From the harmonious 
edge contours to the filigree legs, this high desk 
radiates a pleasantly restrained aesthetics.  
Understatement or style statement? In any case, 
a sophisticated design brought into focus by the 
premium materials and surfaces with which mas-
termind high desk can be individualised.
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A good feeling. 

High quality down to the 

smallest detail. The shaped 

hand-made edges are pleas-

ing to the eye and are soft 

to the touch. Up to nine 

careful work steps are 

needed to give mastermind 

high desk this very special 

finish.

No cables, no frills. The 

optional electrif ication 

module that can be retro-

fitted at any time is hidden 

beneath the desk top and 

can be slid from one end to 

the other.

Attractive. The appealing 

design allows the creation 

of meeting points where 

people like to get together 

– also in cafeterias and rest 

zones.

Handsome. The foot railing 

made of chrome-plated 

tubing, plus the corner and 

connecting nodes, together 

form a single unity that 

is harmonious in terms of 

design and functionality. 

The slim, conical legs give 

the silhouette its charac-

teristic appearance and are 

attractive and distinctive 

features of mastermind 

high desk.



Sedus temptation high desk was developed for 
all kinds of high-desking work. It is suitable as a 
meeting point in the middle zone of an office as 
well as a place of communication in entrance areas, 
showrooms, or recreational spaces. It brings an 
innate quality during presentations, meetings 
and brainstorming.

Among its greatest strengths are the numerous 
options with which temptation high desk can be 
fitted with for almost every task. This is possible on 
a larger scale as well: simple interlinking elements 
make it possible to create a long high bench from 
several individual high desks. What variant you  
decide on is up to you. temptation high desk can 
also be used to increase the efficient use of avail-
able space as it can be positioned in places that 
were previously unused.

Always to hand. The inte-

grated power, network and 

data interface enables very 

short set-up times and, 

together with the optional 

computer holders under 

the desk top, make for an 

uncluttered appearance.

Maximum  
functionality:  
temptation  
high desk.
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Untiring. Standing rest-

fully at a desk that is 

1050 mm high or sitting 

comfortably thanks to the 

stainless-steel foot railing.

In the picture. Individual 

media equipment made 

easy. The mobile monitor 

caddy and the high desk 

with media wall, together 

with concealed cables,  

enable elegant mounting  

of the monitor.



Fully prepared 
for spontaneity.
Whether high desking with mastermind or with 
temptation, both models encapsulate the advan-
tages of the high desk concept. Depending on 
the desired use, the two systems can be exactly 
equipped in the way that is best for the wellbe-
ing and effectivity of the employees. The well 
thought-out accessories enable the workplace  
to be organised in such a way that new users 
wanting to work at the desk temporarily are 
given optimum support.

Useful. Most of the acces-

sories can be attached to 

the optional multi-function 

rail without any tools. The 

entire width of the desk 

is therefore available for 

working.

Good team. In combination with the Organizer, the shell 

provides privacy and storage space.
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Practical. The function bridge can be fitted with a large 

selection of accessories.

Variable. The “sail” screen and the monitor holder are 

adjustable according to the needs of very different users.



Because life at work  
is not a black-and- 
white affair.

Numerous surfaces, including exquisite 
real-wood veneers, underline the quality of 
mastermind high desk, mastermind flow 
and temptation high desk. They are also 
especially durable and can be attractively 
individualised.
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Real wood veneer

Melamines

Frames

134 white 120 white

135 white aluminium

119 white aluminium

100 chromed139 black 103 black

Fixed height. 1050 mm.

temptation high desk
Height compensation. By means of 

plastic slides from 1050 to 1070 mm.

mastermind high desk

7902 beech 7903 oak

Aesthetic. Strong steel-tube legs in white, white aluminium or chrome-plated  

ensure the stability of the mastermind and temptation desks. 

Typical mastermind. In addition, turned legs  

made of oak or beech are available.

N10 Oak natural

Likewood Melamine soft touch

J12 sandJ10 white J11 blackN11 Oak lime washed

D16 Walnut rusticD11 Walnut dark D15 Walnut wildD14 Walnut smooth

C20 Rustic beam oak dark B26 Beech naturalC19 Rustic beam oak lightC17 Oak wenge varnishC11 Oak natural

E45 Ash black

Q10 Hickory natural

E41 Ash natural

H12 Kernahorn natur U10 Elm natural

E10 Ash white

H11 Maple natural

K84 Walnut naturaK83 Oak cognac

K79 stone greyK78 pebble grey

K70 graphite black

K82 Oak naturalK81 Oak light

K77 light grey

02 arctic white

K74 natural white

A14 pure white

K80 Ash light



Designer piece. Sedus mastermind high desk  
is characterised by its clear aesthetics which, 
together with the high-quality materials,  
promise a very special work experience.

High time for a comparison.

Multitalent. Sedus temptation high desk is 
unequalled when it comes to functionality 
and media integration. Moreover, several 
high desks can be linked together to make 
long high benches.
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Desk tops

Accessories

Media equipment

Smart Box EasyElectrif ication unit

monitor caddy monitor caddy High desk with media wall

Smart Box Power PC holder for mini PCs

Organizer Sail screen Shell screen

temptation high deskmastermind high desk

Cable openings. On re-

quest, for easy and elegant 

access to the electrification 

unit under the desk.

Socket point. Optional, 

small electrification unit 

needing little space.

Power Frame. Optional, 

easily accessible energy 

and data terminal with 

elegant mounting frame.

Netbox Turn. On request, 

for applications that re-

quire access from all sides. 

The rotary mechanism 

hides the terminals.

Shaped edges

Function bridgeeasy screen Plexi ScreenMonitor holder

Coni. Optional, for individual 

access to power and data 

flows. Thanks to the brush 

strip, cables can be taken out 

even when the flap is closed.



ISO 14001
ISO 9001
ISO 50001

Company: mastermind high desk:
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Powder coating instead of 

paint. For finishing and as 

a protection against rust, 

we use high-quality powder 

coating, which is more envi-

ronmentally compatible. 

Around the world, Sedus 

adheres to the principles  

of the UN Global Compact  

for human rights, labour 

standards, the environment 

and anti-corruption.

Sustainable and near. 

Real-wood veneers from 

sustainable local forests 

are not only fascinatingly 

beautiful but also reduce 

the number of kilometres 

over which the wood has 

to be transported.

Innovative laser edge. 

Superb seamless edging 

that combines robust-

ness, attractiveness and 

environment-friendliness 

harmoniously. 

Sustainability and “Made in Germany” quality are among the central  
corporate principles that Sedus has adhered to for more than 50 years. 
Principles that the Sedus temptation high desk and mastermind high 
desk also embrace and that reflect recycling-oriented product design, 
ecologically tested materials, resource-sparing and energy-conscious 
manufacturing and permanent quality tests.

Solvent-free powder coating instead of conventional paint is therefore 
used to make the desks. The use of selected woods from sustainable local 
forests is also part of Sedus’ philosophy of quality and sustainability.
 
You will find more information at www.sedus.com

Sustainability down to 
the smallest detail.

temptation high desk:
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